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CDO Special RePort

lmpact of HEQ Downgrade on PIK-able
Mézzanine SF CDO Tranches
As the us housing market continues to slow down, problems linked to lax

mortgage a alled'innovative

affordabili d nglY reflected in

the much q loans originated

in late-2005 and 2006. The impact of the meltdown of the subprime mortgage

sector could be significant, and we focus on its impact on PIK-able tranches of

mezzanine SF CDOs, moqt of wttich have a rating-based overcollaterialization

(OC) haircut clause specified in the deal indenture.

. For 2005 and 2006 vintages of sF cDOs, on average about 80% of the

underlying collaterals are HEQ bonds.

. lf the current weakening credit performance tend continues and he uS

housing market stays sluggish, we expect to see many downgrades on 2006

(or even 2005) vintage HEQ bonds in the next couple ofyears'

r Among all the rated cDO tranches, those that will be hit the hardest by the

downgrades of underlying HEQ bonds will be the so-called PIK-able tranches,

typically rated Single-A to Double-B'

r Failing OC tests could divert cash flows to PIK-able tranches'

. Most sF cDos wiü¡ oc tiggers include a ratingrbased oc haircut

mechanism.

. PIK-able cDo tranches could be shut off from cash flows due to the oG

haircut after dovungra des.

. During the second half of 2005 and 2006, about $6.8 billion tranches rated

Single-A to Double-B were issued out of mezzanine SF CDOs with oc
triggers.

. For both CDO investors monitoring their existing portfolios and high yield

investors looking for potential opportunities in distressed assets,

understanding the impact of the rating-based oc haircut caused by increasing

HEQ downgrades is crucial. For the latter, we believe the oc haircut will

cause there to be ample investment opportunities-

ANALYST CERTIFICATIONS AND IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ARE IN THE DISCLOSURE APPENDIX FOR OTHER

tMpoRTANT DTSCLOSURES, PLEASE REFER TO h$pg;//.Ír.çS..ça.r-c.hÉ¡Sp.Jo.S-gr.e,-ctç3I;ç-'J-tçs..ç.'.çpJ:n-
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lmpact of HEQ Downgrade on PIK-able
ltlezzanine SF CDO Tranches
As the US housing market continues to slow dovrrn, problems linked to lax mortgage loan

underwriting standards and the proliferation of so-called "innovative affordability" mortgage

products started to surface, most strikingly reflected in the much higher early default and

delinquency rate of subprime loans originated in late-2005 and 2006. The impact of the

meltdown of the subprime mortgage sector could be significant, and we focus on its impact

on PIK-able tranches of mezzanine SF CDOs, most of which have a rating-based OC

haircut clause specified in the deal indenture.

Recent vintages of mezz SF CDOs are collateralized mostly

by HEQ bonds
also called home equitY or are

nded by issuing rated securiti ince

rated bonds of these HEQ se are

CDOs. For 2005 and 2006 , on

average abor¡t 80% of the underlying collaterals are HEQ bonds.

ln tandem with the growth of the home equity market, the SF CDO market has also grown

dramatically in recent years. For example, including unfunded tanches of hybrid

transactions, total issuance of mezanine SF CDOs reached almost $66 billion in 2006'

compared to about $25 billon in 2005.1

SF CDOs are exposed to deteriorating HEQ loan credit
Almost all early indicators - such as loan delinquency rates - are showing that 2006-vintage

HEO loans could turn out to be one of lhe worst vintages ever (as shown in Exhibit 1).

Exh¡bit 1: ARM HEQ Loans 60+Days Del¡nquency Rate by Season¡ng

On average about

80% of underlying
collaterals of recent

SF CDOs are backed

by HEQ bonds

More downgrades

on HEQ bonds of
Ecent vintages are

expected
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Seræ: Ctedit Suisæ, lntex

tf the cunent weakening credit performance lrend continues and the US housing market

stays sluggish, we expect to see many downgrades on 2006 (or even 2005) vintage HEQ

bonds in the ne¡t couple of years, which will expose many of the SF CDOs backed by

these bonds to downgrade or even suffer principal loss'

' Not including pure synthet¡c deals, CDO-squared deals, etc.

CDO Spæial RePorl
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Exhibit 2: Mezzanine SF CDO Exposure to HEQ Bonds of Eac
HEQ Vinbqe

CDO Vlnbge 2006 2æ5 2004 Pr$æ03

200e ß1o 6ffi 1'2/o 1ol"

' Based on¡y on deals issued in the frst hatf of 2006

As shown in Exhibit 2, for example,lor mezzanine SF CDOs issued in the flrst half of 2006,

26"/o of the underlying HEQ bond holdings are from the 2006-vintage and 60% from the

2005-vintage. For those issued in the second half of 2006, the exposure to 2006-vintage

HEQ bonds will be higher, as deals issued later in the year tend to ramp up more bonds

issued in the same year.2 We also see a significant variabili$ of the exposure across

different GDOs.3

PIK-able SF CDO tranches are exposed to deteriorating HEQ

loan credit
Among all the rated CDO tranches, those that will be hit the hardest by the downgrades of

underlying HEQ bonds will be the søcalled PIK-able Íanches, typically rated Single-A to

Double-8.

Most cash flow or hybdd CDOs have built-in OC and interest coverage (lC) tests in the

stucture. These triggers are designed mainly to protect senior note holders fiom

deteriorating credit quality and Cash flows - both interest

and principal - will be diverted these tests are failed. Both

OC and lC tests could be set action. Thus any tranches

subject to these tests could possibly be denied principal and interest payments and the

missing interests are usually added to the outstanding balance of the tanche, without

triggering an event of default. These tanches are called PIK-able tranches.

Cash Flow

Diuefsion Tests TrþgerL€vel lnit¡al Lêvel crEhion Recent Leyel cushion

11259l/0 46S/6Mo/C Tesl

A O/C Tesl

BBB OlCTG3l

1M.4o/o 108 35%

107 V/r 11231Vo 4 4lolo

130 18%

124.780Â

4ßVo

2-llc/o

4 180/o

7 78Yo

CDO SPæ¡al Repof

AA l/C Te6t 1n0/o 1&{.81% 58810/6

A l/C ïest 117 V/o 175 Aflo 584?/o

BBB UC Test 1'13.0/o 162.S6 49.99,6 120 11% 7.11%

Soræ: Credit Suisse

As shown by the example in Exhibit 3, the OC test limit at the BBB level is set at 102.9%'

lf the OC ratio of BBB-rated tranche (calculated as: Value of Collateral Assets divided by

Par Value of Tranches Rated BBB or Above) drops below this level, cash flows to the

equity tranche will be diverted to pay first, until the test is

"urrá.l 
By the same token, if the OC lculated as: Value of

Collateral Assets divided by Par Value ) falls below 104.4Vo'

cash flows to the BBB-rated tranche will also be diverted to pay down the most senior

tranches as well, and the missing interest payment to the BBB tranche will be added to its

balance - i.e., the tranche is then "PlKing."

, However, we cannot calculate the e)€d statistics sirrce we dont I'ave ddailed collateral level inbrmation yet.
. pláse réfer to Loan-Le vet Attibutes of fr06-Víntage Mezzanine SF CDOs [fhe CDO Strategist,

February,2007).
4 ln thrs iample deal, BBB-rated tranche E the lowest rated tranche above the equity tranche

Exhibit 3: oc/lc Tests of a

GONF¡DENTIAL & PROPRIETARY MOODY'S-COGR-0002114
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Structured finance secur¡ties - such as HEQ bonds - tend to have default prof¡les

substantially different from those of corporate bonds. For example, the credit quality of

lhese bonds may have significantly deteriorated before they become in default. To ensure

that the OC tests function as intended, most of the CDOs today incorporate a rating-based

haircut mechanism when calculating the value of underlying collateral for OC tests.

Most SF GDOs with

OG triggers include
a rating-based OC

haircut mechanism

Exhibit 4: Par Haircut for Mezzanine SF CDO OG Tests

1U/o

tlo

Exhibit 4 shows Moody's approach to conducting the haircut: lor example, if more than

1}o/o of the underlying collateral is rated Ba (Ba1-Ba3), the excess amount (par) will be

multiplied by 90%.5 Note that this is just one example set by Moody's, in reality the

threshold and haircut levels could vary from deal to deal-

Thus, if the underllng HEQ bonds suffer a lot of downgrades, PIK-able CDO tranches

could then be shut off fom cash frows. How many dorarngrades it takes to PIK a tranche

var¡es from deal to deal. Let's take the sample GDO in Exhibit 3 as an example. The

current actual Single-A OG ratio is 108.63%. lf the par value of the collateral drops below

96-110/o of the current collateral par atler several underlying HEQ bonds are downgraded

and after the rating-based haircut, the Single-A OC test will fail and the BBB-rated tanche

could PlK.6

Exhibit 5: A al Scenar¡o'

Ba

Þ

PIK-able CDO

tranches could be

shut off from cash

flows because ofthe
OC haircut after

downgrades

Yo of Assels Do/vngaded lo Ba

% of Assets Dorrrngraded lo B

% of Assets Downgraded to Caa

N/
1U/o

2/o

1o/0"

No

196

4%

GDO Special RePorl

:ä1i; Î,j''åti5å""xpresæd as a 9D ol cufent par value of the undeflvrne collatefd

- calculared æ (20%-1 0%)'(1-900,6)

How many downgrades does it take for this to happen? We assume all the asseb in the

sample CôO are currently investment grade rated and we show in Exhibit 5 a hypothetical

situation in wtrich the current par value of the underlying collateral of the sample CDO

drops to 96% due to rating-triggered haircuts after the presumed numbers of downgrades,

thus failing the OG test.

How many PIK-able CDO tranches are exposed?
Based on our calculat¡on as shown in Exhibit 6, during the period from second half of 2005

to 2006, totally about $6.76 billion tanches rated from Single-Ato Double-B were issued

out of mezzanine SF CDOs that have performance triggers such as OC or lC tests.

5 Let's look at a hypothet¡cal example. lf the total par lalue of the collateral is $500 million, of which $@

m¡ll¡on is rated fròm Ba1 to Ba3 - h¡gher than the $5O million (1096) limit. Ttus, the eltra $10 million Ba-

rated assets will be valued at $9 milion ($10 million times 90%) and the total value of the collateral will be

$499 million.
d ff.r. S6.f l"/" number is calculated as 104.4%/108.63%, i.e., the OC limii divided by the current OC ratio.

We assune the denominator in the OC ratio calculation does not change over time, otherw¡s€ the result

could be different.

Sdræ: Mædy's, 'CDO RaltngFack,s ' Par HatcuÍs Ø Slluclured Fnanæ CDos'

HaucutÆnounl (%)

Haircut Annunl (%)

Hairflt Ænounl (%)

Total Hâ¡rcut Aml (%)
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During the second

half of 2005 and

2006, about $6'8

billion tranches

rated from Single-A
to Double-B were

issued out of
mezzan¡ne SF GDOs

with triggers
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2cf/5H2

2006 H1

2ffÉ,H2

059

069

195

U /t)

064

171

312

007

030

042

140

395

6.76I

' Only cash oI hybr¡d deals with OC¡C tesHtnggers are ¡ncluded

Of course, not all of these bonds will be equally impacted by the potential downgrades of

the HEQ sector. The two main determinants are:

1. The slructural features of an individual deal. First, not all the tranches raled from

Single-A to Double-B are PIK-able - depending on where the OC/IC test is set. lf
there is no OC/IC test set at Single-A or above, hen the BBB-rated tranche will not be

subject to PlKing. Second, HEQ downgrades are not only contingent on credit

pelormance of the underlying loans but also the credit enhancement embedded in the

structure of HEQ tansactions. More recent vintages of HEQ bonds - such as 2005

and 2006 - tend to have higher credit enhancement levels than earlier vintages. Third,

the CDO structure itself matters. One example is the tightness of the OC/IC test.

Tranches subject to tighter tests - i.e., less cushion - will be more easily PlKed.

2. The credit attributes of the underlying HEQ loans of each CDO. Based on our study,

the loan attributes across different CDOs could vary dramatically.T For those with

higher exposure to the 2006-vintage (and late 2005) HEO loans, and higher exposure

to worse issuers and riskier loans - such as second lien and low-documentiation

loans - the potential risk is higher.

It is very hard to predict the exact timing and magnitude of potential downgrades of HEQ

bonds by the rating agencies. Generally speaking, rating agencies will downgrade or put

the bonds on negative watch for future downgrades if the existing enhancenrent levels are

low given their projected losses on the underlying loan pools.

Traditionally most downgrades on HEQ bonds came after lhe three-year step-down date.

Exhibit 7 shows the number of downgraded subprime mortgage bonds from different

vintages as of March g,2OO7. We include all three rating agencies, so for example if the

same bond were downgraded by all three agencies - regardless of the timing and

magnitude of the downgrades - it is counted as three. lnterestingly, so far most of the

downgrades came from 2003 or earlier vintages, as these bonds have passed steÞdown'

There are very few downgrades on 2005 and 2006 vintages yet. On the other hand, this

means lhe potential risk of downgrade is higher: if the housing market stays weak longer

lhan expected and as financially stretched subprime borrowers are hit by possibly serious

payment shock in 2OO7 and 2008, we could see rnany downgrades on HEQ bonds issued

iTom late 2005 to early 2007.8

005 1 40

i Please refer t fEL Mafuet?

(The CDO Stra Home EquitY

Loan Characte NWVintage
Mezzanine SF CDOs (The CDO Strategist, February,2ffi7).
s Also, the rrolume HEQ bonds issued during this period is much higher than that of ea¡lier vintages.

Exhibit 6: Market Size of Subordinated Mezz SF CDO Tranche ($billions)'

GONF¡DENTIAL & PROPRIETARY MOODY'S-COGR-00021 16
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Às ot 3/9y'2U07. Nunters ¡nãuæ al træ rating aænc¡æ, ¡ e . ¡f lhe sare bond ¡s doMgraded by all thræ agencÈs, ft wll be cdnted as 3

seændirtr tEnsaclþns, HELOC, HLTV, elc are exoluded

Conclusion
Estimating the downgrade risk of HEQ bonds is difficult On one hand, the curent credit

performance trend of recent vintages of HEQ loans and the direction in which the US

housing market is heading both point to a fairly high possibiliÇ of increasing downgrades;

on the other hand, the higher credit enhancement levels of recent HEQ bonds also provide

more cushion against potential loss and downgrade risk. Which factor eventually out-

weighs the other rema¡ns to be seen.

However, for both CDO investors monitoring their existing portfolios and high yield

investors looking for potential opporh.rnities in distressed assets, understanding the impact

of the rating-based OC haircut caused by increasing HEQ downgrades is crucial. For the

tatter, we believe the OG haircut will cause there to be ample investment opportunities.
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and are not recommenùations ío úuy or æll a security. ihe ratings scale (AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B) is dependenl on our assessnent of an issueis ability lo

meer is ¡nanc¡al cmmitnenb in a iimely manner. Vtitrin each åtegory, crediturortriness is frrther detailed witr a æale of High, Mid or Low - with High

)ligo/s capac¡ty lo meel its finandal cornmilnents is extemely sfong; High

; very sÍong;High A, Mid A, Low A- obligo/s capaci$ b meet its financial

o meet ib financial commitnenb is adequate' but adverse

ned capacity b meet ib obligations: High BB, Mid BB, Low BB - obligations

h B, Mid B, Low B - obligor's capacity to neet f nancial cornmitnenb is very

r¡mslances. Credil Suisse's raling opinions do not necessarily conelate witl

trose of the rating agencies.
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